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Winter warmers
Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Finding the change from £5 (answers less than £1). 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Show several beanies/winter hats with price labels between £4 and £5. Give a child a £5 note and

ask them to choose one. We’re going to work out the change from £5. We can use Frog. Sketch a 
line from 0 to £5 and ask a child to mark the price in roughly the correct position on the line, e.g. 
£4.65. Cross out the bit of the line from 0 to £4.65. This is how much has been spent. Point to the 
section between £4.65 and £5. This part shows us how much change will be given. Where will 
Frog hop to first? Draw a hop from £4.65 to £4.70, and label it 5p. Where will Frog jump to next? 
Straight to £5. How far will he jump? Label this jump 30p. So how much change will be given? 
Record £5 - £4.65 = 35p.  

• Ask another child to choose a hat. This time just draw a line from the price, e.g. £4.78 to £5. We
don’t need the first bit of the line. Where will Frog hop to first? How big is that hop? Where will
Frog jump to next? Ask children to work out the change.

• Repeat with one other hat.

Up for a challenge?  
Do you think the change will be more or less than 50p? Why? 

Now it’s the children’s turn:  
• Children take it in turns to choose a hat/beanie from a website page (see child instructions).

They use Frog to find the change from £5.
• Go round the group and mark their jottings as they do them, e.g. initially after two examples.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
If children cope well, ask them to choose two hats and find the change from £10. 

Things to remember 
Remember that to find change, we can use Frog. He hops to the next 10p, and then jumps to the next 
pound. Ask a child to talk through one example of how they used Frog to find change. Repeat with 
another child. 
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Several beanies/winter hats with

price labels between £4 and £5 
• Website page of beanies and hats

(see child instructions) 

Outcomes 
1. Children can use Frog to find the change from £5

(answers less than £1). 
2. Children begin to use Frog to find the change from

£10. 
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Things you will need:
• A pencil

What to do:

• Take it in turns to choose a hat or a beanie from the web page.

• Use Frog to find the change from £5.

• How many hats can you buy before you run out of time?

1p 50p 

£4.49    £4.50    £5

£5 - £4.49 =

Winter warmers 
Activity 1

Learning outcomes:
• I can use Frog to find the change from £5 (answers less than £1).
• I am beginning to use Frog to find the change from £10.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Choose two hats and find the change from £10.

Work in pairs



go outdoors

GOSearch Your basket  Your account  

Running Climbing Camping  Men's  Women's       Kid's  Walking  

Winter hats
Wrap up and keep warm this winter with our latest range of winter hats.

Add to basket

Red pom-pom
beanie
£4.49

Add to basket

Orange plain knit
beanie
£4.85

Add to basket

Khkai Aran knit 
beanie
£4.63

Add to basket

Purple zig-zag
striped beanie
£4.75

Add to basket

Pale blue fluffy
pom-pom beanie
£4.46

Add to basket

Techno pattern double
pom-pom beanie
£4.25

Add to basket

Grey pom-pom
beanie
£4.37

Add to basket

Aztec knit
beanie
£4.59
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Are we nearly there yet?
Activity 2 

Focus of activity: Using counting up (Frog) to subtract numbers either side of 100, e.g. 102 – 97 and 
102 – 78. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Write 102 – 97. Sharon is doing a long-distance bike ride to raise money for charity. She’s cycling

102 miles in one day! So far, she’s cycled 97 miles? Is she nearly there? Through discussion draw 
out that 97 is very close to 100, so she is very close to finishing her challenge. Let’s work out 
exactly how far she’s got to cycle. Ask children to discuss whether they think you should count 
back (102 – 90, - 7), or count up using Frog (and find the gap between 97 and 102). If children are 
unsure, demonstrate how laborious counting back would be.  

• Sketch a line from 0 to 102 and ask a child to mark on 97. Remember it’s pretty close to 102.
Cross out the section from 0 to 97. That’s how far Sharon has already cycled, we need to work
out what is left. Where will Frog hop to first? Mark on 100. How big is this hop? And now he can
easily make a hop from 100 to 102. So how much further does Sharon have to go? Only 5 miles!
Come on Sharon, nearly there!

• Say that Charlie got held up with a puncture and has only cycled 78 miles so far. Ask children to
help you to work out how much further he has to cycle.

• Sketch a line from 78 to 102, explain that you don’t need the bit of line from 0 to 78 as he’s
cycled that bit. Frog is going to hop to the next 10s number, what is that? Draw a hop to 80,
asking children how big this hop is. Draw a jump from 80 to 100, asking children how big this
jump is. Next draw the hop from 100 to 102, asking children to label this hop. So how far does
Charlie have left to cycle? How do we work it out? Add up the jump and hops to agree an answer
of 24 miles.

  2   20     2 

 78    80   100   102 

• Repeat for Nadia who has cycled 83 miles, asking children to draw their own jottings.

Up for a challenge?  
Sketch a bar model to show the subtraction for Charlie. Remind children that he had 102 miles to 
cycle in total, had cycled 78 miles, and so had a further 24 miles to go, pointing out the numbers in 
the bar model.  

If 102 – 78 = 24, what do you think the answer of 102 – 24 is? If we subtract 78 we are left with 24, 
and if we subtract 24 we are left with 78. And what is 78 + 24? 24 + 78? 

102 
78 24 
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Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Children work in pairs to work out how much further cars have left to travel to reach their

destinations.
• Go round the group and mark their jottings as they do them, e.g. initially after two examples.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
If children cope well, ask them to draw their own jottings to work out 204 – 197 and 204 – 89. 

Things to remember 
Remember that Frog hops to the next 10s number and then to 100. We can use number facts and 
place value to work out the size of the hops. We mustn’t forget to add his hops and jumps up at the 
end to work out the answer to the subtraction! Ask children to identify a subtraction where the pair 
to 10, 7 and 3 helped. Can they see one where the pair to 100, 60 and 40 helped?  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Mini whiteboards and pens

Outcomes 
1. Children can use counting up (Frog) to subtract numbers

either side of 100, e.g. 102 – 97 and 102 – 78. 
2. Children begin to subtract numbers either side of 200.
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Are we nearly there yet?
Activity 2

Learning outcomes:
• I can use Frog to subtract numbers either side of 100, e.g. 102 – 97 and 102 – 78.
• I am beginning to subtract numbers either side of 200.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Draw your own jottings to work out 204 – 197 and 204 – 89.

Work in pairs

What to do:

• Families are going for a day out.
The children keep asking, ”Are we nearly there yet?”

• Work out how much further each family need to travel. Use Frog to help you.

Things you will need:
• A pencil

95 miles           103 miles 

92 miles   104 miles

89 miles   102 miles

      65 miles 101 miles

72 miles           105 miles

58 miles          106 miles

Park
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